Advanced Medical Device Sales Training
Seminar and Credentialing
Medical device sales is a sought-after field in which to work. Many college graduates interview for
medical device sales jobs out of college, while more experienced sales reps often try to make a
transition into medical device sales. This is because the medical device industry is growing, and
therefore, jobs are relatively stable and plentiful for top job candidates.

We are doing a 3 day sales meeting organized to have all sale
prospects come to Budapest to get trained by our staff on all aspects
of the business. Training is mandatory for compliance, use, research,
WHPRS, NLP sales, management, closing, insurance, financing.
All who want to sell will need to attend and or pass the basic
company sales test. January 10-11-12-13-- 2014,
We can arrange good Hotels for 30 euros a night and up. Lunch is free.
Who said there is no such thing as a free lunch???

The SCIO/Eductor/Indigo Plus sale closer salesman gets 20% on 3 devices a month; this equals about
$14,370 a month. If sales go beyond 3 a month he gets 25%. So if he sells 4 in a month he gets $23,950.
In the past we had one salesman do as many as 15 in a month, this would make over 89,000. It is
possible. We can teach you how to make a living in this business of medical device sales.
Topics of this Seminar for training anywhere in the world:
Day 1: The Science, The History, The research the Validation
“small minds see new things with fear, larger minds see new things as opportunities. “
Day 2: The Law, Validation, Verification of claims, what to say, where to get answers and help
Day 3: The Alternative Mind and closing the sale
There will be a test pass and a contract to sign to protect you and us

Frequent travel can be a challenge in terms of managing your schedule as a medical device sales
representative. In addition, meeting sales goals or "quotas" also can be a stressful part of the job,
depending on the circumstances and how realistic or reasonably your goals were set. While medical
device sales can often be very lucrative, your income is typically tied directly to your sales volume and
percentage of goal achieved. Therefore, if you have a weak month in sales, you will also have a
smaller paycheck that month. Some people do not like the variable paychecks that salespeople often
receive. Some people love the opportunities for big money with no real investment.

To find out more go to

American Indigo Plus+Pro website—or SCIO/Eductor
http://indigoquantumbiofeedback.com or WWW.qxsubspace.com

However, successful device sales reps find the perks of the job to be worth the long hours, extensive
travel, and pressure to meet goals. Additionally, they enjoy the variety of being out traveling and in
meetings, as opposed to sitting behind a desk all day.

Come to Budapest to be trained.

For American people contact:
Jake Cunningham White Dove Global Marketing at 1-800-430-1621
Founder, CMO
info@whitedoveglobal.com
For Europe contact: Ibolya (Pronounced E’ boy ya) Molnar Bobzsar WWW.qxsubspace.com

